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I tried the corporate (9-5) world.It wasn’t for me. I didn’t want a boss!I tried running my own
business.It wasn’t for me. I didn’t want employees!I didn’t even really want to deal with
customers.All I knew is that I needed to find a way to make money that I enjoyed.I tried Uber
Eats & DoorDash.I love driving, it was fun, and paid decently, BUT…Then I realized it wasn’t
money that I wanted,I wanted time and freedom.I needed to find a way to disconnect my income
from my time.I started investing, but I didn’t want to be a day trader, so I started investing in
dividend stocks, and the passive income from that is great, but unless you have a ton of money
to invest, the income from it isn’t enough!I now knew that I had to find a way to create passive
income without investing a lot of money or even any money at all.This is when I discovered
digital assets, and I’m not talking about Cryptocurrency or NFTs, although I am currently
invested in both of those.The digital assets I’m talking about are easy to create on your own, for
free!They finally allowed me to own more of my time, and most importantly, have given me
freedom.In this book, I will show you the exact methods I use to create these 7 different types of
digital assets, and how I leverage different marketplaces to make passive income from each
one.ArticlesCourseseBooksGraphicsPhotosPrintablesTemplatesThe best part about these
digital assets is that I can create ones that are directly related to my passions, from hockey to
food and of course, side hustles!And it can work for absolutely any passion, I guarantee it! If you
can’t figure out how to monetize your passion with this eBook, you can email me directly and I
will give you some examples.The book is called Passion to Passive ProfitsWhat will you learn
from this eBook?How to turn your passion(s) into 7 types of digital assets.How to turn those
digital assets into passive income streams.How to work smarter, not harder when it comes to
creating them.How much time do you need to put in?Have an hour a day to do it? Great!Have
three hours a day to do it? Awesome!Have ten hours a day to do it? Incredible!The reality is, the
more time you put in, the more passive income you’ll create for yourself.How much money will
you make?The more assets you make, the more money you will make.The amount will depend
on the quantity and quality of your assets and your listings on the various marketplaces.Want to
play around with some numbers and see the math?Let’s assume it takes you an hour to make 1
digital asset (some can be more, some less) and each sale brings in $1 profit (again some can
be more, some less), and you make on average only 1 sale per week per asset:If you do 1 hour/
day and stop after a year, you’ll have 365 assets which will give you $18,980 passive profits per
year, forever!If you do 3 hours/day and stop after a year, you’ll have 1095 assets which will give
you $56,940 passive profits per year, forever!If you do 10 hours/day and stop after a year, you’ll
have 3650 assets which will give you $189,800 passive profits per year, forever!And that’s from
only 1 year of creating assets, what if you did it for 2, 5, or 10 years?Looking forward to working
with you and monetizing your passions.I'm always just a DM or email away for any help or
questions.



About the AuthorBest known as the “Father of Data Warehousing," Bill Inmon has become the
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Copyright © 2022 Minimalist HustlerDisclaimerKeep in mind that we live in an ever-changing
world, and nothing changes faster than the online world, so while the information including
pricing, pay structures, fees, and everything else is correct at the time of publishing, they can
change at any moment.No responsibility is taken for any of the actions you may take in following
this guide.Please use your judgment and do your due diligence when signing up and accepting
terms for any online platform or subscription.Some of the links in this book are affiliate links and I
may get a commission at no cost to you, should you use them to sign up or purchase
anything.IntroductionThere are millions of different ways you can make money in this world, both
offline and online, and you must understand there is no right or wrong way to do it, aside from
the illegal ways of course.Some people are employees, preferring to work a 9-5 job for fixed pay,
and not have to take on any of the worries that come with owning and running their own
business.While other people would rather work for themselves, on their terms, regardless of the
risk that comes with it.Both of these are not only okay, but they are great if it’s what you want to
do with your life. You need to do what you want to do, nobody can decide what’s right for
you.And, regardless of which category you fall into, since you are reading this book, you are
interested to make extra income from something you are passionate about.Specifically, we will
look at building what are called “passive” income streams based on your passion. The reason I
put passive in quotation marks is that it isn’t passive at all, you have to work to set everything up,
but once everything is set up you will get recurring income for months and years to come from
these assets.We will be looking at different ways to build digital assets that you will create based
on subjects or themes that you enjoy.What do you mean by digital assets?Wikipedia defines a
digital asset as “anything that exists in a digital format and comes with the right to use.”Think of
anything digital that you can own like:ApplicationsAudio
FilesCryptocurrencyDatabasesDocumentsDomain
NamesLogosNFTsPicturesPresentationsSocial Media Accounts (along with their
content)SpreadsheetsTemplatesThemesVideosWebsitesYou can create or buy (with resale
rights) any of those things and then resell them as many times as you want.How will digital
assets make me passive income?It’s really simple.1- You create (or buy) a digital asset once.2-
List it for sale on various platforms.3- Get paid for each sale, forever.The first two steps are
where the work comes in, but that third step is where the passive income comes in. Once steps
one and two are done, you don’t have to do anything again and you will make money with each
sale.Of course, you could always boost the income from your digital assets through promotion
(paid or free) as well. When it comes to creating passive income streams, not all digital assets
are created equal.We will be looking at the ones that you can easily monetize without needing to
create a brand, website, or even a social media account.You can use one of your passions to
link all your digital assets together and have them under a brand, and then promote them via the
brand’s website or social media accounts, but that’s not at all necessary for what we will be
doing.We are taking a much more minimalist approach to create our passive income
streams.These are the digital assets we will look at creating throughout this



book.ArticlesCourseseBooksGraphicsPhotosPrintablesTemplatesIdeally, you want to make
what are called “evergreen” digital assets, meaning they will be relevant forever and not only for
a passing trend or event.As an example of an evergreen or timeless asset, creating a dateless
journal is better than say a 2022 journal, as it will be relevant forever.We want to create assets
once and sell them forever!Why Monetize Your Passion(s)?A lot of the so-called gurus out there
will tell you that to be able to make money, you must pick a profitable subject, something that is
trendy with not too much competition.And while, you can go down that path, and build the same
streams with those trendy topics, you will likely not enjoy it as much, and probably not stick with
it long enough to make this work the way it’s meant to.Another great reason to pick something
you’re passionate about is that you will either already have a lot of knowledge about it, or you will
be willing to learn more and love doing so.True passion shows, you will talk about it to everyone
and anyone, at any given time, for as long as you can, and that will lead you to success!“Passion
is energy. Feel the power that comes from focusing on what excites you.” - Oprah WinfreyNeed
Help Identifying Your Passion(s)?Some of your passions may be obvious, while others aren’t. It’s
up to you to find what you’re passionate about so that you can do the proper research, and
create the proper products around your passion, also called a niche.Your best bet is to get your
favorite note-taking tool, either digital or physical, and start writing down the answers to these
questions:1- What do I love doing?2- What can I talk about for hours without getting bored?3-
What do I spend my spare money on that isn’t a necessity?4- If you didn’t need money, what
would you do with your time?5- What would my friends say that I get excited talking about?
Everyone’s answers will be different, and that’s the point. There are no wrong answers and no
niches that aren’t monetizable.Your passions can include, but aren’t limited
to:FilmFoodMusicSportsNaturePeopleHobbiesEducationProfessionsYou can mix and match as
many as you like when making digital assets, you don’t need to limit yourself to just one.The
Creation CycleIt doesn’t matter which digital assets you want to create, they all follow the same
5 step process or cycle.1- You need to learn how to create it.2- You need to research what you
will create.3- You need to plan what you will create.4- You need to create it.5- You need to list it
for sale.LearnThe first step is learning about whatever it is you want to do.What’s the best way to
learn?By doing, of course!I would suggest that when it comes to creating your first digital asset,
just jump in and create one from start to finish, even list it for sale.It doesn’t matter if it’s great or
not, it’s your first one and you’ll learn a lot quicker by doing it and going through the whole cycle
instead of overplanning every little detail and feature.“The greatest amount of wasted time is the
time not getting started.” - Dawson TrotmanResearch
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